
Unruled Index Cards, 3 x 5, White, 500 per Pack
An essential tool for students and speakers. Environmentally-friendly index cards 
keep your notes organized.

Post-it Notes, 3 x 3, 5 Pads/Pack
Original Post-it Notes are the perfect tool to keep your thoughts in-sync. Grab 
even the busiest person’s attention, and never miss another important note 
again. Great for reminders, to-do lists, color coding, leaving a quick note and 
giving you peace of mind with better organization.

Crayola Markers, Classic, 10-Count
The Crayola 10ct Markers - Classic Colors are a must-have for anyone. Crayola 
markers come in all the classic colors you need. These long-lasting markers are 
perfect for school projects, posters or even just coloring. Non-toxic markers are 
great for school or for your art supplies at home.

Sharpie Permanent Markers, Assorted Colors, 12-Count
Complete clerical or home organization tasks with the tried-and-true Sharpie 
Original Permanent Marker—the industry standard in bold, permanent markers. 
The quick-drying, waterproof ink comes in a diverse variety of vibrant colors to 
add a touch of creativity and style to your projects, and the durable fine, ultra-fine 
or extra-fine tip produces sharp, legible letters, numbers and doodles.

Handwriting Practice Paper, Free Download!
This blank practice paper helps kids shape perfectly legible letters and words. 
Widely spaced lines with a dotted line down the middle - the capital letters reach to 
the top line and the lower case letters reach the middle line. It’s a brilliant method 
and huge help in getting kids used to making the letters the size they need to be. 

DYMO LabelManager 160 Handheld Label Maker
Quick and easy labeling to stay agile and organized. The DYMO LabelManager 
160 prints durable, water-resistant labels that make it easy to access files, charts, 
tools, and more. A familiar QWERTY-style keyboard lets users quickly enter text, 
then edit and customize with one-touch fast-formatting keys for a perfect, profes-
sional label every time.
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